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Representatives of three Nicaraguan political parties have publicly condemned Costa Rican
President Oscar Arias for calling a meeting of Central American heads of state while excluding
President Daniel Ortega. The Feb. 15 meeting in San Jose was arranged with the aim of discussing
the Arias administration's counterproposal to the Contadora peace initiative. Deputy Edwin Illescas
of the Democratic Conservative party told reporters the meeting constitutes a "major blow" to
Contadora's peace efforts. He added that any meeting on the regional conflict which excludes one
of the major actors in Central America serves to weaken rather than strengthen the peace process.
Antonio Jarquin of the Popular Social Christian party criticized Arias's failure to invite Ortega to
the meeting, and asserted that a solution to the regional conflict requires the participation of all
Central American nations. Secretary General of the Nicaraguan Socialist Party, Gustavo Tablada,
said the San Jose meeting seeks to undermine Contadora, and thus to preclude a peaceful solution
to the problems affecting the region. The Democratic Conservative Party (PCD) is a descendant of
the traditional conservative/liberal split of the 19th century. PCD identifies with the conservative
parties of Europe. This center-right party calls for negotiations with the contras. Before a February
1984 split over issues of support for the FSLN government, its membership included Arturo Cruz,
now head of the contra umbrella organization, UNO (United Nicaraguan Opposition). Its leader
Clemente Guide was elected to be one of three vice-presidents of the national constituent assembly.
The Nicaraguan Socialist Party is of the extreme left. The (PSN) is generally critical, yet supportive
of the FSLN. Its labor federation (CGTI) is second only to the CST of the FSLN. The Popular Social
Christian Party (PPSC) is perceived as leftist but less so than the PSN. It advocates socialism based
on Christian principles. Its leader Mauricio Diaz was elected to serve as one of the three vicepresidents of the National Constituent Assembly. In a speech on the evening of Jan. 30 to a group
of religious in Managua, President Daniel Ortega reiterated statements that the Feb. 15 meeting of
Central American heads of state called by his Costa Rican counterpart constitutes yet another effort
to isolate Nicaragua in international forums. A few hours earlier the Nicaraguan Foreign Ministry
issued a statement asserting that the meeting is an attempt at direct sabotage of the negotiations
sponsored by Contadora and its Support Group with the support of the United Nations and
Organization of American States (OAS) secretaries general. According to Ortega, the Nicaraguan
government does not wish to participate in war, but the US-directed and financed aggression leaves
Managua no choice in the matter. The president said the upcoming meeting in San Jose is the
most recent example of US interventionist policy in Central America. He added that the docility of
Central American leaders makes them accomplices in Washington's designs for hegemony in the
region. (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA, several reports)
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